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First, we establish the equivalence of the oscillation of the delay difference
equation
D x q p x s 0,n n nyk
and the second-order difference equation
k kk q 1 kŽ .
2D y q 2 p y y s 0,ny 1 n nkq1 kq1k k q 1Ž .
 4where p is a sequence of nonnegative real numbers and k is a positive integer.n
Next, we obtain some sharp conditions for oscillations and nonoscillations of the
first equation. Q 2000 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
We consider the delay difference equation
D x q p x s 0, n s 0, 1, 2, . . . , 1Ž .n n nyk
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 4where p is a real sequence with p G 0 for all large n, and k ) 0 is ann n
integer. The forward difference D is defined as usual; i.e., D x s x y xn nq1 n
2 Ž .and D x s D D x .n n
Ž .  4By a solution of 1 we mean a sequence x which is defined forn
Ž .  4 Ž .n G yk and which satisfies 1 for n G 0. A solution x of 1 is said ton
 4be oscillatory if the terms x of the sequence x are neither eventuallyn n
all positive nor eventually all negative. Otherwise, the solution is called
nonoscillatory.
Recently, there has been increasing interest in the study of the oscilla-
Ž . wtions and nonoscillations of solutions of 1 . See, for example, 2]6, 8, 9,
x w x Ž .11, 12 . In 2 , Erbe and Zhang proved that all solutions of 1 oscillate if
k k
lim inf p ) , 2Ž .n kq1n“‘ k q 1Ž .
Ž .and 1 has a nonoscillatory solution if
k k
lim sup p F . 3Ž .n kq1k q 1Ž .n“‘
Ž . w xCondition 2 has been improved in 5, 6, 8, 9, 11 . We should note the
w xfollowing critical situation: According to the known results in 6, 11 , all
solutions of
k k 1
D x q 1 q x s 0, n s 0, 1, 2, . . . , 4Ž .n nykkq1 ž /n q 1k q 1Ž .
are oscillatory in spite of the fact that the corresponding ‘‘limiting’’
equation
k k
D x q x s 0, n s 0, 1, 2, . . . ,n nykkq1k q 1Ž .
 4admits a nonoscillatory solution x withn
nk
x s .n ž /k q 1
Ž . k Ž .kq1Oscillatory properties of 1 near the critical point k r k q 1 were
w xinvestigated in 6, 8, 9, 11 .
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Ž .In this paper, we introduce some new techniques to examine 1 in the
Ž .critical case. More precisely, we prove that every solution of 1 is oscilla-
tory if and only if every solution of the second-order ordinary difference
equation
k kk q 1 kŽ .
2D y q 2 p y y s 0, n s 0, 1, 2, . . . ,ny1 n nkq1 kq1k k q 1Ž .
5Ž .
is oscillatory. Some ‘‘sharp’’ conditions for oscillations and nonoscillations
Ž .of 1 are obtained also.
It is well known that there are sharp conditions for the oscillations of
Ž .the second-order difference equation 5 . Then, we can use oscillation
Ž . Ž .criteria of 5 to obtain sharp oscillation criteria for 1 .
2. MAIN RESULTS
Ž w x.LEMMA 1 see 3 . Assume that p ) 0. Then the difference inequalityn
D x q p x F 0, n s 0, 1, 2, . . . , 6Ž .n n nyk
has an e¤entually positi¤e solution if and only if the difference equation
D x q p x s 0, n s 0, 1, 2, . . . , 7Ž .n n nyk
has an e¤entually positi¤e solution.
Ž w x.LEMMA 2 see 10, 13 . Assume that p G 0. Then the difference inequal-n
ity
D2 y q p y F 0, n s 0, 1, 2, . . . , 8Ž .ny1 n n
has an e¤entually positi¤e solution if and only if the difference equation
D2 y q p y s 0, n s 0, 1, 2, . . . , 9Ž .ny1 n n
has an e¤entually positi¤e solution.
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Ž w x.LEMMA 3 see 1, 10 . Assume that
‘ 1
lim inf n p ) . 10Ž .Ý i 4n“‘ isnq1
Ž .Then e¤ery solution of 9 oscillates.
w xLEMMA 4 9 . Assume that
‘ 1
n p F , for all large n. 11Ž .Ý i 4isnq1
Ž .Then 9 has a nonoscillatory solution.
 4 Ž .LEMMA 5. Assume that a is a real sequence with a G 0 k 0 for alln n
 4large n. Let ¤ be an e¤entually positi¤e solution of the equationn
ny11
D ¤ y ¤ q a ¤ s 0 12Ž .Ýn i n nykž /k isnyk
and set
ny11
u s ¤ y ¤ . 13Ž .Ýn n ik isnyk
Then e¤entually
Du F 0 and u ) 0. 14Ž .n n
Ž . Ž .Proof. From 12 and 13 , we have
Du s ya ¤ F 0 k 0 , n G n ,Ž .n n nyk 1
Ž .which implies that u is nonincreasing. Hence, if 14 does not hold, thenn
eventually u - 0 and so there exist n G n and a ) 0 such that u Fn 2 1 n
ya , for n G n ; that is,2
ny11
¤ F ya q ¤ . 15Ž .Ýn ik isnyk
We consider the following two possible cases.
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 4Case 1. ¤ is unbounded, i.e., lim sup ¤ s ‘. Thus, there exists an n“‘ n
 4‘  4subsequence n ; 0, 1, 2, . . . such that n G n q k, n “ ‘ as j “j js1 j 2 j
 4 Ž .‘, and ¤ s sup ¤ . In view of 15 , we find thatn n F nF n nj 2 j
n y1j1
¤ F ya q ¤ F ya q ¤ ,Ýn i nj jk isn ykj
which is a contradiction.
 4Case 2. ¤ is bounded, i.e., lim sup ¤ s b - ‘. Choose a subse-n n“‘ n
 U4‘  4 U Uquence n ; 0, 1, 2, . . . such that n “ ‘ and ¤ “ b as j “ ‘. Letj js1 j n j
 < U U 4¤ s max ¤ n y k F s F n y 1 , j s 1, 2, . . . . Then r “ ‘ as j “ ‘r s j j jj
Ž .and lim sup ¤ F b. Thus, by 15 , we getj“‘ r j
¤ U F ya q ¤ .n rj j
Taking the superior limit as j “ ‘, we obtain
b F ya q lim sup ¤ F ya q b ,r j
j“‘
which is also a contradiction. The proof is complete.
We are now in a position to state the main result.
THEOREM 1. Assume that
k k
p G , for all large n. 16Ž .n kq1k q 1Ž .
Ž . Ž .Then e¤ery solution of 1 is oscillatory if and only if e¤ery solution of 5 is
oscillatory.
 4Proof. Sufficiency. If not, let x be an eventually positive solution ofn
Ž .1 . Then there exists an n ) n such that1 0
kq1 kk q 1 k
a s p y G 0, x ) 0, for n G n . 17Ž .n n n 1kq1ž / ž /k k q 1Ž .
Let
n1
¤ s 1 q x , for n F n .n n 1ž /k
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Ž .Then ¤ ) 0, for n G n . By 1 , we haven 1
ny11
D ¤ y ¤ q a ¤ s 0, for n G n q k . 18Ž .Ýn i n nyk 1ž /k isnyk
Set
ny11
u s ¤ y ¤ , for n G n q k . 19Ž .Ýn n i 1k isnyk
Ž . Ž .From Lemma 5 and 18 , 19 , there exists an n G n q k such that2 1
u ) 0 and Du F 0, for n G n . 20Ž .n n 2
1  < 4Set M s min ¤ n y k F n F n . Thenn 2 22
¤ ) M , for n G n y k . 21Ž .n 2
Ž .  < 4In fact, if 21 does not hold, let n* s inf n ) n ¤ F M . Then ¤ ) M,2 n n
Ž . Ž .for n y k F n F n*, and ¤ F M. Thus, by 19 and 20 , we find2 n*
n*y11
M G ¤ s u q ¤ ) M .Ýn* n* ik isn*yk
Ž .This is a contradiction. Hence, 21 holds.
Let
lim u s l G 0.n
n“‘
We consider the following two possible cases.
Case 1. l s 0. There exists an n ) n such that u - Mr4, for n G n .3 2 n 3
Therefore, for any n G n ,4 3
nqk2
 4¤ ) u , for n g n , n q 1, . . . , n q k q 1 .Ýn i 4 4 4k q 1 isn4
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Case 2. l ) 0. Since u is nonincreasing, it follows that u G l, forn n
Ž . Ž .n G n . From 19 and 21 , we get2
ny11
¤ G l q ¤ G l q M , for n G n .Ýn i 2k isnyk
By induction, we have
¤ G ml q M , for n G n q m y 1 k , k s 1, 2, . . . .Ž .n 2
Hence, we obtain
lim ¤ s ‘,n
n“‘
and so, there exists an nU G n such that4 3
nqk2
U U U 4¤ ) u , for n g n , n q 1, . . . , n q k q 1 .Ýn i 4 4 4
Uk q 1 isn4
From the above two cases, we find that there exists an N G n such that3
nqk2
 4¤ ) u , for n g N , N q 1, . . . , N q k q 1 .Ýn ik q 1 isN
In the following, we will prove that
nqk2
¤ ) u , for n G N. 22Ž .Ýn ik q 1 isN
U  < w Ž .x nqk 4If not, let N s inf n G N q k q 1 ¤ F 2r k q 1 Ý u . Thenn isN i
nqk2
 4¤ ) u , for n g N , N q 1, . . . , N* y 1 ,Ýn ik q 1 isN
and
N*qk2
¤ F u .ÝN * ik q 1 isN
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Ž . Ž .Thus, from 19 and 20 , we have
N*qk N *y12 1
u G ¤ s u q ¤Ý Ýi N * N * ik q 1 kisN isN *yk
N*y1 iqk2
) u q uÝ ÝN * jk k q 1Ž . isN *yk jsN
N*qk N *qk2 2
s u q u y i y N* uŽ .Ý ÝN * i ik q 1 k k q 1Ž .isN isN *
N*qk N *qk2 2
G u q u y u i y N*Ž .Ý ÝN * i N *k q 1 k k q 1Ž .isN isN *
N*qk2
s u .Ý ik q 1 isN
Ž . Ž .This is a contradiction. Hence, 22 holds. From 22 , we get
n2
¤ ) u , for n G N q k . 23Ž .Ýnyk ik q 1 isN
U n U 2 U Ž . Ž .Let y s Ý u . Then D y s u , D y s Du . From 18 , 19 , andn isN i ny1 n ny1 n
Ž .23 , we obtain
k kk q 1 kŽ .
U U2D y q 2 p y y F 0, for n G N q k .ny1 n nkq1 kq1k k q 1Ž .
24Ž .
Ž . Ž .By Lemma 2, 24 implies that 5 has an eventually positive solution,
which is a contradiction.
 4 Ž .Necessity. If not, let y be an eventually positive solution of 5 . Thenn
there exists N G n such that1 0
a G 0, y ) 0, D y ) 0, and D2 y F 0, for n G N . 25Ž .n n ny1 ny1 1
Let u s D y , for n G N . Then u ) 0, Du F 0, for n G N andn ny1 1 n n 1
n
y s u q y , for n G N . 26Ž .Ýn i N 11
nsN1
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Let
n2
w s u q y , for n G N . 27Ž .Ýn i N 11ž /k q 1 nsN1




s u q yÝ Ý j N1ž /k k q 1Ž . isnyk jsN1
ny1 i2 2
s u q yÝ Ý j N1k k q 1 k q 1Ž . isnyk jsN1
n
i ny1 i2 2
s i u y i q 1 D u q yŽ .Ý Ý Ýj j N1ž /k k q 1 k q 1Ž . jsN isnyk jsN1 1nyk
n2 2
s u qÝ jk q 1 k k q 1Ž .jsN1
n ny1
= n y k u y i q 1 uŽ . Ž .Ý Ýi iq1
isnykq1 isnyk
2
q yN1k q 1
n n2 2
s u q y q i y n q k uŽ .Ý Ýj N i1ž /k q 1 k k q 1Ž .jsN isnykq11
n n2 2
F u q y q u i y n q kŽ .Ý Ýj N n1ž /k q 1 k k q 1Ž .jsN isnykq11
s w y u ,n n
i.e.,
ny11
w G u q w , for n G N q k .Ýn n i 1k isnyk
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 m4‘Define a sequence ¤ byn ms0
¤ 0 s w , n G N ,n n 1
ny11¡
my 1u q ¤ , n G N q k ,Ýn i 1k isnykm ~¤ s mn ¤ y uN qk N qk1 1u q w y u , N F n - N q k .Ž .n n n 1 1¢ w y uN qk N qk1 1
By induction, it is easy to see that
u - ¤ m F ¤ my 1 F w , for n G N , m s 1, 2, . . . .n n n n 1
Hence, lim ¤ m s ¤ exists for any n G N andm“‘ n n 1
u F ¤ F w , for n G N . 28Ž .n n n 1
Clearly,
ny11
¤ s u q ¤ , for n G N q k . 29Ž .Ýn n i 1k isnyk
Ž . Ž . Ž .From 26 , 27 , and 28 , we get
nyk2 2
¤ F w s u q y - y ,Ýnyk nyk i N n1ž /k q 1 k q 1isN1
for n G N q k . 30Ž .1
Ž . Ž . Ž .Combining 5 , 27 , and 28 , we obtain
ny11
D ¤ y ¤ q a ¤ F 0, for n G N q k . 31Ž .Ýn i n nyk 1ž /k isnyk
Let
yn1
Ux s 1 q ¤ , for n G N .n n 1ž /k
Ž .Then by 31 , we have
kq1k 1
U UD x q a q x F 0, for n G N q k ,n n nyk 1ž / ž /k q 1 k
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i.e.,
D xU q p xU F 0, for n G N q k . 32Ž .n n nyk 1
Ž . Ž .By Lemma 1, 32 implies that 1 has an eventually positive solution,
which is a contradiction. The proof is complete.
By using Lemmas 3 and 4 and Theorem 1, we obtain a ‘‘sharp’’ condition
Ž .for the oscillation and nonoscillation of 1 .
Ž .THEOREM 2. Assume that 16 holds. Then the following statements are
true:
Ž .a If
k kq1‘ k k
lim inf n p y ) ,Ý i kq1 kn“‘ k q 1 8 k q 1Ž . Ž .isnq1
Ž .then e¤ery solution of 1 oscillates.
Ž .b If
k kq1‘ k k
n p y F , for all large n ,Ý i kq1 kk q 1 8 k q 1Ž . Ž .isnq1
Ž .then 1 has a nonoscillatory solution.
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the delay difference equation of the form
kk c
D x q q x s 0, for n s 0, 1, 2, . . . ,an nykkq1 n q 1Ž .k q 1Ž .
33Ž .
where c is a positive constant and a is a real number. According to
Theorem 2, the necessary and sufficient conditions for the oscillation of all
Ž .solutions of 33 are
a - 2 and c ) 0,
or
k kq1
a s 2 and c ) .k8 k q 1Ž .
We note that none of the known results in the literature can be applied to
this equation.
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Ž .Using Theorem 1, every oscillation criterion for 5 can be an oscillation
Ž .criterion for 1 . For instance, we will show a result. Set
k kk q 1 kŽ .
q s 2 p y G 0, for all large n.n nkq1 kq1ž /k k q 1Ž .
Ž .Equation 5 becomes
D2 y q q y s 0. 34Ž .ny1 n n
‘ Ž .It is well known that if Ý q s ‘, then every solution of 34 oscillates,isN i
Ž .and by Theorem 1, every solution of 1 oscillates, which includes the
w xrelated results in 8, 11 .
Now we consider the case that Ý‘ q - ‘. LetisN i
‘
0Q s q , n G N ,Ýn i
isn
and
2my1‘ QŽ .im 0Q s q Q , n G N , m G 1, 35Ž .Ýn nmy11 q Qiisn
w xif the right-hand side exists. By 1, Theorem 3.1 , we have
Ž .THEOREM 3. E¤ery solution of 1 is oscillatory if one of the following
holds:
Ž . 0 my1i There exists a positi¤e integer m such that Q , . . . , Q are definedn n
Ž .by 35 , and
2my1‘ QŽ .i s ‘.Ý my 11 q Qiisn
Ž .ii There exists an integer n G N such that0
lim sup Qm s ‘.n0
m“‘
w x Ž .As mentioned in 1 , Theorem 2 a is a corollary of Theorem 3.
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